EQUIPPED WITH PROVEN STOLL TECHNOLOGY

- knitelligence® generation
- 24” working width
- Yarn carriers: 10 normal, 2 plating
- 2 USB ports
- 2 fully combined knitting and transfer systems
- Gauges: E6.2 - E7.2 | E10 - E18
- Belt take-down
- Clamping & cutting device: 12 fold at the right side
- Supply voltage: single phase (AC 230V +/-10%)
- Friction feed wheel: 1x right side

Options:
- ASCON® for a stable knit part lengths even with unstable yarn properties
- Friction feed wheel: 1x left side
- Positive feed wheels

GREAT IDEAS WITH THE SMALLEST FROM STOLL
Small Accessoires for Big Ideas

The ideal machine for your accessoires

Gloves, hats, scarves, collars, ties, socks, sport braces, shoe uppers - whatever you can knit on a 24'' needle bed, you can do it on the CMS 202 ki B.

With its small outer dimensions, the machine can fit in almost any available space.

With a working width of 24 inches (60 cm), 2 fully-fledged knitting and transfer systems, 10 normal yarn carriers and a belt take-down, this machine can perfectly be used for technical textiles, fashion and accessoires.

Your Benefits

+ Space-saving
+ High production thanks to 2 knitting systems
+ Perfect for accessories and 3D applications
+ Almost completely finished gloves